Combinatorial exchanges that allow for package offers to address non-convexities in demand or supply typically employ linear and anonymous prices because they are simple, tractable, and fair. Despite their prevalence, linear anonymous prices do not necessarily correspond to Walrasian competitive equilibrium prices in such settings and their impact is not well understood. This paper is the first to analyse the effect of different pricing rules on the efficiency of combinatorial exchanges, using both analytic methods and numerical experiments. Our analysis is motivated by a combinatorial fishery-rights exchange designed to reform the fishing industry in NSW Australia. We find that when linearity and anonymity is only required for one side of the market, the average efficiency loss is negligible. In contrast, with a single linear price vector for both sides the efficiency loss is substantial, especially when the market is small. In a formal model, we show that efficiency losses decrease when the number of buyers grows or the size of the submitted packages decreases. Besides the reform of the NSW fishing industry, our results have important implications for other cap-and-trade programs as well as other industries where demand or cost complementarities play a role.
Introduction
This paper is motivated by the design of a combinatorial exchange to facilitate the reform of the fishing industry in New South Wales, Australia. This reform is needed because the NSW fishing industry suffers from overfishing that jeopardizes its long-run commercial viability. The industry is characterized by the familiar 80-20 rule, i.e. less than 20% of the fishing businesses do more than 80% of the catching. Furthermore, there are no measures to prevent overfishing: anyone with a business license is allowed to catch any amount and type of fish.
To ensure ecological sustainability and improve the industry's profitability, the NSW government decided to link (effort to) catch to fishery access rights, or "shares." Some twenty years ago these shares were distributed evenly among more than 1100 commercial fishers but they were never effectuated, i.e. all that was needed to fish was a business license. Under the government's recent "linkage program," however, shares have become binding and are directly tied to possible catch (efforts). There are over a hundred different share classes describing different types of access rights across several regions. A share class may determine a permission to catch certain types and quantities of fish, or stipulate allowed efforts (e.g. maximum number days of fishing per week, or the number of hooks per line, the number of nets, etc).
A consequence of the linkage program is that the top 20% most active fishers face an immediate deficit of shares. They were originally given the same number of shares as other fishers but need far more to accommodate their high volumes of catch. To cover their deficits, active fishers will need to purchase shares from less active fishers who, in some cases, will wish to sell their entire business and leave the industry. The question is how to best accomplish this transfer of shares, taking into account institutional details and constraints.
Decentralized bargaining would certainly not work. Fishers are geographically dispersed across the state making it very costly to find all efficient buyer-seller matches. Moreover, exiting fishers would have to sell their shares separately, exposing them to the risk that they sell some, but not all, of their shares. This exposure problem may cause exiting fishers to be left with a fragmented portfolio of shares and little proceeds. Finally, regulation requires those fishers that remain in the industry to hold a minimum number of shares in a given share class, which creates additional exposure problems: if fishers purchase additional shares but are unable to meet the threshold then their investments are lost. This paper analyzes centralized exchanges designed to overcome these problems. In practice, centralization can be accomplished by running an electronic market over the Internet, thus minimizing participation costs. The market format, however, has to be non-standard in that it should allow for combinatorial buy and sell offers. A fisher wishing to exit the industry should be able to specify an "all-or-nothing" sell offer that includes all the shares they hold (typically involving several share classes) at a single total price. Likewise, a fisher wishing to buy additional shares should be able to specify a minimum and maximum quantity they would accept at the per-unit price they specify.
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While a combinatorial exchange avoids exposure problems, it introduces several design complexities. One issue is computational tractability: in a combinatorial exchange, the winner-determination problem is a generalization of the combinatorial allocation problem, which is NP-complete.
2 In 1 A different motivation for using combinatorial buy offers in one-sided auctions for fishing shares can be found in e.g. (Iftekhar and Tisdell 2012, Innes et al. 2014 ).
2 In assignment markets, where each participant is assigned at most one item, the solution to the winner-determination problem is always integral and the dual variables for the market-clearing constraints can be interpreted as market prices (Shapley and Shubik 1971) . In contrast, winner-determination problems in combinatorial exchanges are (nonconvex) integer programs, and such dual prices are not always possible (Gomory and Baumol 1960) . Wolsey (1981) gives a description of integer programming duality and shows that price-functions are needed in order to achieve computable duals. Unfortunately, these dual price-functions are difficult to interpret.
addition, there are the usual desiderata that apply to combinatorial and non-combinatorial markets alike, i.e. incentive-compatibility, individual rationality, efficiency, and budget balance. 3 Finally, there is the question of how and what to price in a combinatorial exchange: should items and packages be priced separately, can prices be discriminatory, or should prices be linear and anonymous as in standard markets? We next discuss how we addressed these issues and what questions remain.
Because of computational complexities, the exchanges we analyze are not run in continuous time but instead have a "call" structure. This means that participants can submit offers until a preannounced time when the market clears. There could be a single call or several, e.g. the exchange could be repeated for a fixed number of rounds where after each round the market clears to determine provisional allocations and prices, which become final after the last round.
A seminal contribution by Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983) shows there exists no incentivecompatible and individually-rational mechanism that is fully efficient and budget balanced. The well-known Vickrey-Clarke-Groves (VCG) mechanism, for instance, is fully efficient, individually rational, and (dominant-strategy) incentive compatible (Green and Laffont 1977) , but it is not budget-balanced and its deficit can be substantial. In contrast, the exchanges we explore are budget balanced, individually rational, and incentive compatible but not necessarily fully efficient. One possible source of inefficiency stems from the use of linear and anonymous prices, i.e. share prices are the same for all buyers and sellers and the price of a package is simply the sum of prices of the shares it contains. The reason for using linear prices is that they are intuitive and tractable (with over hundred different share classes there would be over 2 100 different prices in the market if packages were priced separately). The reason for using anonymous prices is that they are "fair."
Especially in the context of the fisheries share market it would cause political stir if fishers learned they paid more (received less) than a rival for the shares they bought (sold).
The possibility that linear anonymous prices may cause inefficiencies in combinatorial exchanges contrasts with well-known results for standard markets. Arrow and Debreu (1954) , McKenzie (1959) show that when preferences are convex and goods are divisible, there exist linear and anonymous prices that "clear the market" for every commodity in the economy. In other words, when buyers and sellers maximize their utility at those prices the resulting aggregate demand will equal the aggregate supply. Such market-clearing prices are known as Walrasian competitive-equilibrium prices and the First Welfare Theorem implies that the associated allocation is efficient (Arrow and Debreu 1954) . Unfortunately, it is not always possible to find Walrasian prices to support the efficient allocation when there are non-convexities in supply or demand (as is the case of the fisheries application).
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Suppose, for instance, that a single seller offers a package of three shares at a total price of $9. Buyer 1 wants two shares and offers to pay $8 while Buyer 2 wants one share and offers $2.
Collectively, the buyers value the three shares more than the seller. However, supply is three at any price above $3 while demand is 3 for prices lower than $2 and demand is 2 for prices between $2 and $4. There is no Walrasian equilibrium price that clears the market and supports the efficient allocation.
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Besides efficiency losses, linear anonymous prices may also cause some offers to be "paradoxically rejected." Suppose, for instance, that a single seller offers two items at a per-unit price of $1. Buyer 1 wants two items and offers to pay $5 while Buyer 2 wants one item and offers $3. Supply is two at any price above $1 while demand is 3 for prices between $1 and $2.50 and demand is 1 for prices between $2.50 and $3. An exchange that maximizes total surplus, i.e. the total gains from trade, will assign two units to Buyer 1 at a price of, say, $1.75. But this means that Buyer 2's offer is paradoxically rejected.
This paper provides a thorough analysis of the impact of linear anonymous prices in combinatorial exchanges. We introduce alternative ways to compute linear anonymous prices in a combinatorial exchange for fishery access rights. We discuss important elements of the bid language, alternative optimization formulations, and different ways to compute linear prices for one or both sides of the market. Our key question is about the efficiency loss that can be attributed to linear prices. In other words, which percentage of the overall gains from trade in the welfare-maximizing allocation is lost due to the use of linear and anonymous prices? This question is central in all applications of combinatorial exchanges, e.g. day-ahead energy markets, but it has received little attention so far.
4 Farrell (1959) shows that the impact of non-convexities diminishes as the number of market participants increases. The Shapley-Folkman theorem (Starr 1969) places an upper bound on the size of the non-convexities and can be used to show existence of an approximate competitive equilibrium in large economies with non-convexities. These results suggest that, under certain assumptions, (approximate) Walrasian prices may exist in large markets with non-convex preferences (Azevedo et al. 2013) . Unfortunately, the fisheries application and day-ahead energy markets (Meeus et al. 2009 ) do not fit these assumptions. More generally, some economists contend that the convexity assumptions underlying general equilibrium models are rarely satisfied, e.g. (Georgescu-Roegen 1979) . In particular, goods are typically not divisible and the resulting allocation problems are often non-convex, which is outside the scope of general equilibrium theory (O'Neill et al. 2005) .
5 A natural question is whether there are restrictions on preferences such that Walrasian prices exist. Gul and Stacchetti (1999) showed that if the bidders' utility functions satisfy the gross substitutes condition (Kelso and Crawford 1982) , a Walrasian (competitive) equilibrium exists. Recently, Baldwin and Klemperer (2018) use tropical geometry to characterize preferences including certain types of complements where Walrasian equilibria exist. Bikhchandani and Mamer (1997) draw on linear programming and duality theory to characterize when aggregate demand allows for Walrasian equilibria.
First, we show that the welfare loss due to linear anonymous prices can be 100% in the worst case. Second, we discuss a stochastic model related to the worst-case result, which shows that the welfare loss goes to zero with increasing numbers of bidders and low package size. Finally, we provide the results of numerical experiments based on field data, which helps to estimate welfare losses due to linear anonymous pricing under realistic assumptions.
We also show that the bid language and the pricing rule interact in important ways, which is interesting beyond the exchange of fishery access rights. For example, it is beneficial for the efficiency of a combinatorial exchange to have a weak demand-supply constraint such that a package can be traded, even if there is no buyer for every object in that package, as long as there are positive gains from trade. Excess shares would be deleted by the government in our example. However, with a single linear price vector, the requirement of a balanced budget implies a strict demand-supply constraint unless the price of a share class is zero, with a substantial negative effect on the welfare gains in the market. Only if prices are zero, the government can delete excess shares at zero cost.
The bid language is important for efficiency. A flexible bid language, as it is described in this paper for buyers, reduces the number of bids a buyer has to specify and makes it much easier to match supply and demand in cases when there are gains from trade.
In the next section, we provide an overview of the relevant literature. Section 3 introduces the bidding language and winner-determination problem.
In section 4, we analyze different linear and anonymous payment rules. Section 5 provides the results of numerical experiments with a focus on welfare losses and computation time. Section 6 concludes.
Related Literature and Related Applications
The research reported in this paper belongs to the area of market design, an emerging interdisciplinary field that studies what makes institutions work and how to fix them if they don't. Market design has had some marked successes, e.g. improving the matching of interns to hospitals, students to schools, and organ donors to patients; work that was awarded the Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences in 2012.
Besides matching institutions, market design has influenced the design of one-sided combinatorial markets -also known as combinatorial auctions. Such auctions are used in a variety of applications (Cramton et al. 2006) , including the sales of highly-valuable spectrum for wireless and mobilephone applications.
6 Information systems has made substantial contributions to this literature, in particular the design of bid languages and appropriate pricing rules for combinatorial auctions (Xia et al. 2004 , Scheffel et al. 2011 , Adomavicius and Gupta 2005 , Cason et al. 2011 , Ketter et al. 2012 , Adomavicius et al. 2012 , Petrakis et al. 2013 ).
However, most of the literature is focused on auctions (i.e. one-sided markets). The few papers that address the design of combinatorial exchanges mostly focus on VCG-type mechanisms and their problems (e.g. the lack of budget balance or the violation of core constraints). 7 Combinatorial exchanges with linear anonymous prices have largely been ignored despite advances in algorithms and computing power that allow running large-scale two-sided markets over the Internet.
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The NSW market for fishery access rights is a prominent example of a combinatorial exchange with substantial industry impact. Besides its importance for the reform of the NSW fishing industry, the exchange can potentially be applied in other Australia states or elsewhere in the world.
Furthermore, it can be adapted for other cap-and-trade systems such as pollution rights. More broadly, our results generalize to other markets where synergistic values or cost non-convexities play a role, e.g. energy markets, and financial markets. While the bid languages used across these various applications may differ, the key results of the paper regarding the impact of linear anonymous prices on the efficiency of combinatorial exchanges generalize.
Electricity production, for instance, exhibits substantial cost non-convexities due to start-up costs and minimum power output of power plants. Non-convexities are also present on the demand side as buyers are typically interested in purchasing a certain quantity of electricity for several consecutive hours. This is why day-ahead energy markets allow for so called "block bids" that demand multiple units of single-hour supply. While allowing for package demands, day-ahead markets typically use linear anonymous prices even though Walrasian prices cannot necessarily be attained and bids may be "paradoxically" rejected (Meeus et al. 2009 , Van Vyve et al. 2011 . Similar considerations apply to markets for transportation and logistics 9 (Wang and Kopfer 2014) or vegetation offset schemes (Nemes et al. 2008) . The results of this paper provide guidance for market designers and regulators with respect to the welfare losses of linear pricing rules in large-scale combinatorial exchanges.
7 Day (2013) analyzes payment rules that satisfy core constraints and budget balance and are close to VCG payments. Alternative payment rules in combinatorial exchanges can be found in Parkes et al. (2001) .
8 An exception is Lubin et al. (2008) , who introduced an iterative mechanism for a combinatorial exchange with linear prices and a flexible tree-based bidding language. See also Guo et al. (2012) who discuss bundle-trading markets and provide a computational analysis how different market design factors affect efficiency. The design questions in their paper are complementary to the ones discussed in our paper.
(a) Sell-side bid (b) Buy-side bid Figure 1 Examples for buy-side and sell-side bids
The allocation rule
Let us now introduce the specifics of the bid language and the resulting winner determination problem or allocation rule for a combinatorial exchange, using the fishery rights exchange as a leading example. Due to the large number of fishers participating, the exchange is organized as a sealed-bid auction, a clearinghouse where allocation and prices are computed in one shot.
Bid language
It is important to provide participants with a bid language that lets them express their preferences adequately using a low number of parameters. Buyers and sellers have different requirements for the bid language.
First, there is a need for all-or-nothing package bids for sellers. Active fishers typically possess shares in three to six share classes. Many fishers are hardly profitable and they want to quit business. For them it is important to sell their entire endowment as a package and not be left with parts of their endowment. If a fisher sells all access rights he can also return his fishing license for which he gets compensated. If a fisher would sell only a part of his endowment, this might make it even harder or even impossible for him to be profitable, and he could not return his license.
The auctioneer cannot assign more shares to a buyer than he wants, because shares come with additional obligations. However, a partial sale can be possible under certain circumstances. For example, it is possible to return excess supply for free to the government, who can then delete these excess shares if they come at no cost. This will play a role in the different payment rules later on. Overall, sellers typically have one all-or-nothing package bid to submit in this market, which includes their endowment in various share classes. This ask has a single price, which represents the least amount the seller wants to get for his endowment. Figure 1a illustrates an all-or-nothing sell-side bid for shares in three share classes.
Second, buyers want to win shares in one or more share classes, but the synergies across share classes for additional shares to their endowment are not strong. Therefore, they can submit several bids on multiple shares in a share class. Buyers can bid a unit price for a quantity interval. For example, a fisher may want to buy shares from share class A. He needs at least 125 units and at most 250 units, and is willing to pay up to 3$ for each unit in this quantity interval. Figure 1b shows an example of a set of buy-side bids from one buyer. This keeps the bid language simple with a low number of parameters that bidders need to specify. The flexibility in the bid language is particularly important when using linear and anonymous prices, as we will discuss in section 4.
We do not allow buyers to submit exclusive-or (XOR) package bids across multiple share classes for several reasons. As indicated, such synergies do not seem to be a big concern for buyers and they found it easier to quote share prices for individual share classes rather than a bid for a package. If a fisher is interested in three share classes and he would only win shares in two classes, this would be acceptable and the exposure risk is considered low. Second, package bids across share classes would lead to significant complexities for bidders and the auctioneer. There is a combinatorial explosion of possible packages for buyers and fishers interested in k share classes cannot be expected to submit their interests for 2 k − 1 packages. If bidders submit only a few of their packages of interest, this leads to efficiency losses and is known as the missing bids problem (Bichler et al. 2014 ). This is not an issue for the sell side, because sellers are only allowed to sell a single package bid, their endowment or a part of it, on this market. Package bids for buyers and sellers would also make the allocation problem harder to solve and significantly limit the problem sizes that can be solved optimally as numerical experiments showed.
The winner determination problem
In what follows, we introduce some necessary notation to formulate the winner determination problem (a list of symbols can be found in the appendix). We have a set of share classes L (aka. lots), indexed by l. We consider a set of auction participants I, which consists of sellers and buyers I = I S ∪ I B with I S ∩ I B = ∅. Each seller wants to sell a certain set of units in some or all of his share classes and submits a single bid s ∈ S with S being the set of all sell-side bids. The bid corresponds to the bidding language described in the previous section; a sell-side bid is a tuple Definition 1 (Gains from Trade). An allocatively efficient assignment maximizes the gains from trade, i.e., it solves the following problem:
Here constraint (1) ensures that the number of licenses bought in each share class is less than or equal to the number of licenses sold (weak supply-demand constraint). Note that this equilibrium constraint does not require strict equality. In other words, some shares might be sold in a package, although only a subset of the shares in the package are assigned to buyers. We will need a strict equality for some pricing rules later. Constraints ( It is straightforward to extend the bid language with additional features such as exit-or-stay bids: a fisher in a new set i ∈ E ⊂ I with E ∩ S ∩ B = 0 wants to either buy new shares (y b > 0) or sell all his shares as a package (x i = 1).
For the remainder, we will ignore exit-or-stay bids and focus on the WDP introduced above.
Payment rules
Let us now discuss different possibilities to compute linear and anonymous prices. We aim for prices, which are considered fair in the sense of proportional fairness and equity. In the fishery rights exchange it is considered important that sellers, who exit their business, receive the same payment for the same package of shares.
In the introduction we have discussed that linear and anonymous competitive equilibrium prices are typically infeasible with package bids and general valuations. Therefore, we also allow for paradoxically rejected bids, i.e., bids which should be accepted at the prices, but they are not in the allocation. Let us now introduce a definition of linear and anonymous package prices in a combinatorial auction which follows the glossary of Cramton et al. (2006) .
Definition 2.
[Linear and anonymous package price] The price for any package is the sum over all items in the package of the price of each item times the quantity of the item in the package.
Anonymous prices do not depend on the identity of the bidder.
The definition of a linear package price implies that (1) a package is either sold or not, but there is no partial sale of a package, and (2) (Kwasnica et al. 2005 , Xia et al. 2004 , Scheffel et al. 2011 . It is simple and intuitive, but it can lead to non-obvious issues in different payment rules that we discuss below.
Anonymous and linear prices
There are different ways how linear and anonymous prices can be computed and they differ in their efficiency loss. For example, there can be a single linear price vector or one side of the market has a pay-as-bid price, while the other side gets linear prices. Linear prices are most important for sellers who want to exit the market, as they demand for equitable prices once they quit business.
We start with an allocation problem that yields seller-linear prices. For the sake of completeness, we also provide a formulation for buyer-linear prices next. Then we combine both formulations to one that yields a single linear price vector for both sides of the market. Before we discuss these payment rules, we introduce three natural requirements, which are important in the market for fishery access rights and also in many other markets.
1. The prices should be individually rational, where no participant incurs a loss with respect to his reported valuation.
2. We require linear and anonymous package prices at least for one side of the market.
3. The outcome should be strictly budget-balanced.
The government must not subsidize the market, thus the fishery rights exchange requires at least a weak budget balance (i.e., the government can make a profit, but not a loss). In addition, the government should not make a profit from the auction, because fishers don't want to see the platform as a means for the government to raise money.
Note that with a single-linear price vector and a weak demand-supply constraint (i.e., demand is not exceeding supply in each share class) there can only be strict budget balance: for each unit sold, one has to pay the linear price, which is the same for sellers and buyers. Since demand cannot be higher than supply, the budget balance cannot be positive.
For buyer-linear or seller-linear prices a weak budget balance is possible, because buyers can have different prices than the sellers. If buyers are willing to pay a price that is high enough to clear the market, then the auctioneer can set a price high enough such that suppliers get compensated for their entire supply. However, instead of allowing the auctioneer to make a profit (which is seen undesirable by the fishers), we will set the prices such that they are strictly budget-balanced. This also allows us to better compare the outcomes of the three payment rules. Let us add an example to better illustrate the differences between single-linear prices and buyer-or seller-linear prices, resp.
Example 2. Suppose there are sellers S1 and S2 both asking for $3 for 3 shares. Buyer B1 wants to buy 4 shares of this type for $5 in total, and buyer B2 is willing to pay up to $5 for 1 share.
• With a single-linear price, demand needs to equal supply such that the auctioneer has a (strictly) balanced budget. If we charged $1 per share, then the two sellers ask for $6 in total, but the buyers would only pay $5 for the 5 shares in total. The auctioneer would need to buy the extra share, but he is not allowed to subsidize the market and there would be no trade in this share class.
• With buyer-linear prices, the auctioneer could set the price at $1.2 per share and the two buyers buy the five shares for a total of $1.2*5=$6. The two sellers get $3 each for their packages and the government deletes one of the shares (at no cost for the government). Similarly, the auctioneer could also set the price for the sellers to $(10/6) for the 6 shares with seller-linear prices. The two buyers pay $10 in total (pay-as-bid), and the extra share gets deleted. This explains additional inefficiencies that arise with single-linear prices. We allow deletion of shares in our experiments with buyer-and seller-linear prices as long as the auctioneer does not have to pay for these shares. In other words, deletion of shares can occur under BL or SL when prices are non-zero, but not under the 1L payment rule.
4.1.1. Linear prices for sellers only (seller-linear, SL) We start discussing a price vector for the sellers only, where the buyers submit pay-as-bid prices. Such prices can be computed by extending the WDP via additional constraints.
extend WDP (SL WDP)
First, we introduce a new strict budget balance constraint (SBB), which makes sure that the auctioneer does not make a loss nor gain. All payment rules lead to non-linear terms and require us to linearize the product of variables. For SL WDP, we introduce a variable λ l s which replaces the product p l x s , where p l is the linear price per share l. Constraint (4) ensures individually rational payments for sellers, i.e., no seller will receive less than their ask price. Constraints (5)- (7) linearize the product of x s p l , where x s ∈ {0, 1} and p l ≥ 0. The parameter P l describes the upper bound for price, such that λ l s is not constrained by the binary variable x s in constraint (5). Constraint (7) then limits p l ≤ P l . In our Example 2, the formulation would determine a seller-linear price of $1.6(6) per share. Note that with multiple share classes, the prices in the SL WDP are not yet unique. We will discuss the computation of unique linear prices in Section 4.2.
Linear prices for buyers only (buyer-linear, BL)
Before we introduce a single linear price vector for both sides, we discuss a formulation where buyers pay linear anonymous prices and sellers get paid what they bid. The budget balance constraint can now be written as:
where the second summation corresponds to the amount paid by buyers with linear prices.
Unfortunately, this would be a quadratic constraint where we have the product of continuous (p l ) and integer variables (y b ). This requires a more sophisticated reformulation to cast it as a linear program. Let us first make the following observation, which will help us in reformulating the budget balance constraint:
Proposition 1. Every feasible allocation for which strictly budget-balanced buyer-linear prices exist also supports weakly budget-balanced buyer-linear prices where the price equals the lowest winning bid in each share class or zero if no buy-side bids are accepted.
The proof can be found in the Appendix A. This proposition allows us to decompose the computation of strictly budget balanced prices into two steps:
1. We determine an optimal allocation with weakly budget balanced buyer-linear prices, at which prices equal the lowest winning bids.
2. We fix the allocation, and solve for buyer-linear prices, which are strictly budget-balanced.
Let's look again at Example 2, where the total sum of ask prices is $6 and there is a demand for 5 shares. With a strict budget-balance constraint the buyer-linear price that every winning buyer needs to pay is $1.2. The lowest winning bidder has a unit price of $1.25, however. We can now compute a weakly budget balanced allocation and set the initial buyer-linear price to $1.25. In a second step we fix the allocation and lower the price to $1.2 such that strict budget balance is satisfied (described in section 4.2).
We can now introduce the formulation as a mixed integer program BL WDP.
We introduce a binary variable u b indicating if bid b is the lowest winning buy-side bid and thus determines the price in share class l b . Now we can describe the weak budget balance constraint in BL WDP as:
The second The previous discussion of Example 2 showed that a strong budget-balance constraint would typically lead to infeasibility, because no set of ask prices might exactly match a particular set of bid prices in the winning allocation. The weak budget balance constraint (WBB) in BL WDP allows for prices such that there is a positive surplus.
We get strict budget balance in a second step. For this, we fix the allocation a * = (x * , y * ) and 
The 1L WDP formulation shares the difficulties that we already saw for buyer-linear prices: if we introduce the budget balance constraint in a straightforward manner, we get the product of integer and continuous variables. Here we use a different modeling approach, which is faster for 1L
WDP. With 1L prices we can achieve budget balance by using a strict demand-supply constraint.
This is, because prices are the same for both buyers and sellers and these prices are positive. In some cases the auctioneer may decide to step in as a buyer and bid for share classes, which are not demanded in order to facilitate a trade. The auctioneer would not need to pay for such shares, and they are used just to satisfy the demand-supply constraint. Let us illustrate this again via a small example.
Example 3. Seller 1 wants to sell a package of A and B for 10$, and there is only a buyer 1, who is willing to acquire a single A for 20$. The auctioneer would like to match buyer and seller, but with a strict demand-supply constraint such a trade would be impossible. The auctioneer, however, can cover the missing demand for B for a price of zero, in order to facilitate the trade.
In our model, we introduce a new variable δ l , which facilitates trades with package bids where demand does not meet supply. The variable δ l can only assume a positive value, when the price in share class l is zero, i.e. the government can acquire the shares at no cost. Variable k l is binary and equals zero when δ l has positive value due to constraint (14). If δ l is positive, then the price in share class l should be zero, which is guaranteed by constraint (15). Constraints (17) guarantee individual rationality for winning buyers (z b = 1): the unit price is lower than an accepted buyside bid price. Prices can be higher than the bids of losing buyers with this constraint (z b = 0). (14)- (15)). In these trades, there can also be no budget loss or gain.
But let us briefly discuss Example 4 at this point and analyze consequences of single-linear package prices on efficiency, which might not be obvious. Matching sellers 2 and 3 to buyer 1 could lead to welfare gains. However, this solution would not allow for single-linear package prices, because demand does not equal supply. One possibility is to allow for partial sales of a package. For example, one of the sellers 3 only gets to sell one share, seller 2 sells the package. This might be perceived as unfair by seller 3, whose profit will be lower. The other possibility is to determine two price vectors, one for the seller and one for the buyer. This would, however, lead to two price vectors, and it is unclear how they relate to each other. In addition, respective optimization models have a number of non-linear terms incurring many additional variables in a mixed-integer program, which makes these problems significantly harder to solve.
It is also interesting to mention that the bid language and the payment rule interact in nonobvious ways. If bidders are restricted to package bids on both sides of the market, buyers might not be willing or able to enumerate all exponentially many packages of interest (see Section 3.1).
In multi-unit, multi-item markets such as our fishery access rights exchange, it would often be the case that demand does not exactly match supply with XOR package bids from buyers and sellers, which can have a detrimental effect on the number of trades and the gains from trade generated.
The flexible bid language on the buy side with lower and upper bounds on quantity alleviates bidders from having to enumerate all possible packages of interest and makes it much easier for the auctioneer to match supply and demand whenever the buyer's willingness to pay exceeds the valuation of the seller.
Unique prices
The prices determined in the previous sections (1L, SL, BL) are linear for at least one side of the market but not yet unique. Since there are some degrees of freedom, we determine unique prices such that two design goals are satisfied as far as possible. First, we want to set the linear prices such that the number of paradoxically rejected bids is minimized. Such prices are still not unique.
As a secondary policy goal the government wants to help efficient buyers, who demand additional shares, and a lower price will aid the buyers. Therefore, we minimize the sum of squared prices in order to keep prices low for buyers. Minimizing the sum of squared prices also balances prices across share classes. These two steps are added after an allocation problem is solved, it allows for easier comparison among the allocations. One could think of alternative design goals such as the maximization of prices. We want to have the same ex post price computations for 1L, BL, and SL, in order to compare the outcomes.
At first we fix the allocation a * = (x * , y * ) resulting from the one of the allocation and payment rules above (BL, SL, or 1L), but keep the prices as variables. Our goal is to minimize those buy (sell) bids, which are rejected and for which the market price is higher (lower) than the bid price.
For the 1L formulation we introduce two new sets of variables (o b and o s ), which take into account the number of paradoxically rejected bids for buyers and sellers: 
In this formulation we keep the individual rationality constraints (IRS)-(IRB) for accepted bids and add the (PRBS)-(PRBB) constrains to consider the previous step where the paradoxically rejected bids are minimized. This means, for those bids, which were not paradoxically rejected, rejected buy (sell) bids should be lower (higher) than the market price. The corresponding models for seller-and buyer-linear prices can be found in the Appendix B.2.
Linear prices and efficiency
Linear and anonymous prices are simple and intuitive for bidders in non-combinatorial markets.
Unfortunately, their extension to combinatorial auctions is challenging. Definition 2 implies that every package bid is sold in total or not at all, but there is no partial sale of a package. In addition, a winning bidder can expect a total price, which is the product of quantity and price per component of a package bid. With single-linear prices, this definition leads to inefficiencies.
Let us consider a modified version of Example 2. We keep sellers 1 and 2 with an ask price of $3 for 3 shares each, but on the buy side we only have one buyer with demand of 5 units and a total bid price of $12 ($2.4 per share). With definition 2 and anonymous single-linear prices and package bids no trade will happen, because there must not be a budget deficit. This is inefficient, because the buyer wants to pay more than the sellers ask for.
The impact of non-convexities in economics has received significant attention in the last century, as we discussed in Section 2. The literature suggests that non-convexities become less of a concern in large markets, and with some assumptions a Walrasian equilibrium exists regardless of the nature of the bundle preferences in large markets (Azevedo et al. 2013) . Unfortunately, even for our combinatorial fishery exchange with 1000 fishers we cannot find Walrasian prices. It is important to understand the losses in allocative efficiency that can be attributed to linear and anonymous prices, even if we allow for paradoxically rejected bids. Note, that we assume that all bidders are truthful, and we aim to study the impact of linear prices ignoring gaming of bidders. We use the following definition of efficiency loss:
Definition 3. The (relative) efficiency loss due to linear prices can be defined as ratio:
where G DP represents gains from trade with discriminatory prices and G LP is gains from trade with linear and anonymous prices. G DP is equal to the WDP solution, and that G LP will take on each of the corresponding WDP values for SL, BL, 1L.
Unfortunately, efficiency loss can be up to 100% in the worst case as the next proposition shows.
Proposition 3. The efficiency loss with single-linear prices in 1L WDP is 100% in the worst case.
Proof: Suppose there is a buyer 1 who wants to buy one unit of a good for $ε where ε is a small number. Another buyer 2 is willing to pay $M for one unit, where M is a large number. In addition, there is a seller who wants to sell a package of two units for $3ε. The gains from trade in the welfare-maximizing allocation is M − 2ε. Similar to Proposition 2 proof we know that supply needs to equal demand in a share class with a positive single-linear price. Therefore, with single-linear prices it is impossible to charge a higher price for buyer 2 and discard the second object. As a result, linear prices need to be less or equal to ε, such that there would be no trade. The efficiency loss is M − 2ε or 100%.
If there are only two buy-side bids and one sell-side bid as in the proof of Proposition 3, then we cannot match supply and demand, because otherwise budget balance would not be satisfied in 1L WDP. With a single linear price, the same quantity needs to be available for the buy-side and the sell-side to satisfy budget balance. The buyer with the high bid M could approach the seller of the package after the auction, buy both units and then resell one of the units to the second buyer at a lower price. However, this would introduce personalized prices after the auction, which is what we do not want to allow in the auction.
Unfortunately, the worst-case efficiency loss with linear prices for one side of the market can also be 100%, as we show in the following two corollaries. Corollary 1. The efficiency loss for buyer-linear prices in BL WDP is 100% in the worst case.
Proof: Suppose there is a buyer 1 who wants to buy one unit of a good for $M − ε where ε is a small number and M a large number. Another buyer 2 is willing to pay $M/2 − ε for one unit. In addition, there is a seller who wants to sell a package of two units for $M . The gains from trade in the efficiency-maximizing allocation is $M/2 − 2ε. With buyer-linear prices the price must not exceed $M/2 − ε such that there will be no trade and the efficiency loss is $M/2 − 2ε or 100%.
Corollary 2. The efficiency loss for seller-linear prices in SL WDP is 100% in the worst case.
Proof: Suppose there is a seller 1 who wants to sell one unit of a good for $M + ε where ε is a small number and M a large number. Another seller 2 asks for $M/2 + ε for one unit. In addition, there is a buyer who wants to buy two units for $M per unit. The gains from trade in the efficiency-maximizing allocation are $M/2 − 2ε. With seller-linear prices the price must not be less than $M + ε, resulting in negative budget. Thus there will be no trade and the efficiency loss is $M/2 − 2ε or 100%.
The proof of Proposition 3 for single-linear prices constructs a worst-case setting with only one seller and two buyers. This negative result is in contrast to the low efficiency losses that we find in our experimental results. In Proposition 4 we show, that even in a setting with one package bid, as it was used in the previous proofs, efficiency losses vanish in expectation as the number of buyers grows large, but the package size is small. This helps understand the experimental results in the paper.
For the proof, let us introduce some additional notation. Suppose, we have one truthful seller s ∈ I S submitting a package of size k and n = |I B | truthful buyers b ∈ I B with unit demands. We denote the value of a seller per unit as X, which is a random variable with a continuous probability density function f X (x) and a cumulative distribution function of F X (x). Similarly, the value that a buyer b has for a single unit, is a random variable Y b , b ∈ I B following a continuous probability density function f Y (y), and a cumulative distribution function F Y (y).
Let P (DP ) be the probability of an efficiency-maximizing solution with discriminatory prices and positive gains from trade. This is the same as the probability that the sum of the valuations Y b of the highest k bidders b ∈ I B is higher than kX. P (LP ) describes the probability of a trade with linear and anonymous prices, i.e., the probability that k times the single-linear price of the k-highest bidder is higher than X. In contrast, P (LP ) denotes the probability that there is no trade with positive gains due to linear prices. Note that in this simplistic scenario the efficiency loss can be either 100% or 0%. This means, the expected efficiency loss is P (LP ∩ DP ), the probability that there is an efficiency-maximizing solution with discriminatory prices and the probability that there is no trade with linear prices.
Definition 4. The expected efficiency loss due to linear prices can be computed as , and a very high efficiency loss can be expected with n → ∞.
The simple formula (k − 1)/(n + 1) relies on the assumption that f Y = f X . We can also look at parametric cases, where f Y = f X to get succinct closed form solutions.
Corollary 3. Suppose we have a multi-unit market with one seller selling a package of k units, and n unit-demand buyers, and the the valuations of the buyers and the seller valuation are drawn
The expected efficiency loss due to linear prices is bounded by
With f Y ∼ U (0, 1) and f X ∼ U (0, 1), we get an upper bound of (k − 1)/(n + 1) for expected efficiency loss. The number of possible combinations of package bids in a combinatorial auction make it difficult to derive more general analytical bounds. We focus on numerical experiments based on field data in this paper, but the analysis of the analytical model already provide useful insights beyond the worst-case analysis only.
Incentives in large markets
So far, we have assumed truthful bidding and focused on efficiency losses due to linear and anonymous prices. Incentives for truthful bidding in two-sided markets is a truly fundamental problem, and one that is beyond this paper. Myerson and Satterthwaite (1983) already showed that there is no mechanism that is efficient, Bayesian Nash incentive compatible, individually rational, and at the same time balances the budget. It is straightforward to come up with small complete-information examples where some bidders could manipulate profitably.
Several authors study the incentives of bidders in large markets. For example, Roberts and Postlewaite (1976) showed that in large markets the ability of an individual player to influence the market is minimal, so agents should behave as price-taking agents. Later, Rustichini et al. (1994) showed that in a multi-unit call market the inefficiency asymptotically disappears when the number of market participants becomes large.
In summary, in large markets as our fishery rights exchange where we can expect many bidders and high uncertainty about others' valuations the incentives for strategic manipulation are quite limited. Participants are inexperienced, they are cautious and probably risk averse, as this is a one-shot market. More importantly, the benefits and risks of manipulation are far from obvious in such an environment.
Experimental evaluation
Our theoretical results are independent of a specific domain. In our experimental evaluation, we want to analyze the average efficiency losses incurred by linear prices, the payoff distribution between buyers and sellers for single linear prices, the average proportion of paradoxically rejected bids in different pricing schemes, and the computational hardness of the allocation problem for the market for fishery access rights. Here we can consider the details of the environment, which gives us a good estimate of what can be expected in a real-world market. We are fortunate to have a data set from an Australian fishery market available, which allows us to generate realistic problem instances.
Data and bid generation
Let us first summarize the available field data and describe the bid generation for our experiments.
Our data set provides information about the fishing licenses (share classes) each registered fishing business possesses. Moreover, the data shows how many shares in each share class the fishers have and the revenue the business generates from the licenses (estimated based on landings and fish market prices). We can also learn from the data which share classes are owned by fishers indicating synergies. The data contains records about 100 share classes distributed among more than 1000 fishers.
The revenue of a fisher per share class and overall allows us to estimate which fishing businesses are profitable, whether the business needs more licenses or they want to sell either low-revenue shares or the package of all shares, i.e., whether the fisher wants to stop operating. The revenue values vary significantly in the data: some fishers have no revenue from their shares, while the largest business managed to earn several millions of dollars over five years. On average a fishing business has a revenue of around $60'000 per year.
Our bid generation algorithm is based on this data and it consists of two parts: a package generator decides which of the fishers participate as buyer or seller of certain shares, and which fishers do not participate. Also it chooses which shares each participant would like to buy or to sell. The valuation generator estimates the value of a certain package (or individual share class) for a fisher. The package generator randomly chooses fishers to participate in the auction via a participation probability ρ. Then, with probability α a participant will act as a seller, and with probability 1 − α he will be a buyer. We assume that fishers either want to grow their business or sell shares, i.e., they are either sellers or buyers on the market.
For each sell-side bid we analyze if a fisher is profitable. If not, we consider this fisher to be willing to quit the market and construct a package containing all (if package size is not constrained)
shares he currently possesses. If a fisher has positive revenue, he still may want to sell unused licenses. Hence, we include all licenses with low profit in the package. Each share class l owned by a fisher can be selected for sale with a probability 1 − r l /r max , where r l is the revenue per share that a bidder has from share class l and r max is the maximum revenue per share among all his possessions. To control for different package sizes, we also introduce the parameter κ, which defines the maximum number of different share classes a sell bid can contain.
Each buyer can submit multi-unit bids for different share classes. For our simulation we assume that each buyer is submitting at most 5 bids: this is in accordance with the field data, which shows that fishers rarely use more than 5 share classes simultaneously. Here we consider two scenarios: 1) the fisher has highly profitable licenses and wants to acquire additional units in these share classes, and 2) the fisher wants to purchase fishing rights in an adjacent region. For the first scenario we retrieve all share classes owned by a fisher with a respective revenue per catch being higher than the mean revenue from the same class among along fishers. Then we construct a bid with a random number of units below the current number of units the fisher has in the share class. For the second scenario, we analyze all profitable share classes that a fisher has and select adjacent high-revenue share classes he may be interested in.
The bid language allows buyers to submit flexible bids: they can specify a lower and an upper bound for number of shares they want to acquire. However, some of the buyers may be specific in their desires, and instead of a flexible bid they can submit a fixed bid, where upper and lower bound coincide. The ratio of fixed bids can strongly impact the computation time, and we decided to control the number of these bids through a parameter f , which determines the probability to submit a fixed bid.
The valuation generator assumes that each share class has some common value (which depends on how profitable this class is on average among all active fishers), and then each fisher can overor under-estimate this common value. In order to compute the percentage at which each bidder deviates from the common value, we use two normal distributions for sellers and buyers, which are parametrized by mean values µ S ≥ 1, µ B ≤ 1 and standard deviation σ ∈ (0, 1). This means that if the common value for a share class is V , then the value for a particular seller is taken from a Normal distribution with N (V µ S , V 2 σ 2 ). Further we denote the difference between deviation means of buyers and sellers by a spread parameter ∆ µ = µ S − µ B (see Figure 2 ) and use it as In our experiments, we assume that bidders submit their valuations truthfully to learn the average efficiency loss, which can be attributed to the pricing rule only. Of course, bidders with a pay-as-bid payment rule will shade their bids in the field which will lead to additional efficiency losses. We decided to limit our report of the experimental results to truthful bidding, which does not require additional assumptions about bidder behavior and is therefore easier to interpret.
Experimental design
Overall, we have the following treatment variables for our numerical experiments:
• Prices: We analyze seller-linear (SL), buyer-linear (BL) and single-linear (1L) payment rules, described in Section 4. The efficient allocation without pricing (WDP) serves as the baseline.
• Participation probability ρ: determines the ratio of the total number of fishers to participate in the auction. When ρ = 1.0, this means that all 1000 fishers (from our dataset) submit bids. ρ = 0.5 means that only half the fishers participate in the market. With participation probability ρ = 1.0 we get around 1300 bids (each buyer can submit up to 5 bids).
• Sell bid probability α: determines the ratio between buyers and sellers. We consider values 0.3 and 0.5.
• Probability of fixed buy-side bid f : determines the ratio of buyers, who submit a buy-side bid for a specific quantity only rather than a range, i. • Maximum package size κ: determines the maximum amount of share classes, which a sell bid may contain. We use the values 2 and 4.
• Spread of mean values ∆ µ : determines relative difference in the mean values of the buy-side and sell-side value distributions. We use the values 0.3 and 0.5, i.e., on average buyers (sellers) tend to overestimate (underestimate) the common value by 0.15 and 0.25 percent.
• Standard deviation σ: determines the standard deviation for the two value distributions. We use the values 0.2 and 0.4.
Of course, the number of shares included will also have an impact on the problem size and decreasing the number of shares will make it easier to solve. We decided to limit the number of treatment variables and rather use participation probability as a parameter to control problem size.
Based on the underlying data about initial endowments of shares to fishers and different values for these treatment variables, we generate problem instances. Overall, we have 7 treatment variables and a full factorial 4 × 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 × 2 = 256 design with the response variables efficiency loss w, payoff share of sellers (π S ), proportion of paradoxically rejected bids (e), runtime (t), integrality gap or MIP gap (g) and average package size (v) . The MIP (mixed integer programming) gap is the bound between the best feasible integer solution and the best LP relaxation in the branch-andbound tree, and it provides a bound on how far away the currently best feasible integer solution is from the optimal solution in the worst case. We report the result of 15 experiments of each of the 256 treatment combinations, i.e., 3840 experiments in total.
Experimental results
Let us first provide an overview of the results. Table 1 shows a summary of the experimental results for the welfare maximizing solution (without pricing constraints) (WDP), the single linear (1L), seller-linear (SL), and buyer-linear (BL) prices. It shows that BL and SL lead to almost no efficiency loss on average, but 1L incurs an average efficiency loss of 6.2% across all treatment combinations.
As we will see in the detailed results, the worst-case efficiency loss can also be higher, and there is a trade-off that regulators face between the benefits of a single linear price and the efficiency loss it causes. In summary, however, the average case efficiency loss in the experiments is much lower than what the worst-case analysis might suggest.
The mean seller payoff ratio (π S ) is only of interest for the single-linear prices (1L) and Table 1 shows that around 39% of gains from trade are allocated to sellers on average. If an equal split of the gains from trade was desirable, this could be considered in the price computation. Computation was rarely an issue, even though the highest MIP gap found for BL was 36% with a timeout of 500 seconds. The average MIP gap is negligible for all pricing rules, which is remarkable given the problem sizes, and it provides evidence that combinatorial exchanges of this size can be organized nowadays.
We have also computed the outcome of the VCG mechanism for a number of instances. However, the budget deficit of the auctioneer was around 50 % of the gains from trade generated by the Let us now discuss the results for the different focus variables in more detail.
Computational analysis
The winner determination problem in our combinatorial exchanges is an N P -hard problem. This is straightforward to see, because the combinatorial auction problem where the buyers I B want to purchase one share each, and the sellers I S offer packages of shares is a special case (de Vries and Vohra 2003) . It is therefore not obvious that relevant problem sizes with hundreds of fishers can be solved to optimality. Interestingly, due to our bid language even large scenarios can be solved in less than a minute to optimality (on average) on a laptop with Intel Core i7-4712HQ processor and 16.0 GB of RAM. For all numerical experiments we used a branch-and-cut implementation of the Gurobi mixed-integer programming solver version 7.0. Table 2 shows the average results for all treatment combinations with ρ = 1, where the maximum runtime was greater than 20 seconds. The efficient solution without pricing (WDP) can always be computed in a few seconds. The same is true for seller-linear prices (SL).
Two features of the bid language appear decisive for these results: first, only one side of the market is allowed to place package bids. Actually, in the fishery market only the sellers who want to exit the market have a strong need for package bids. They want to leave the market and not end up with part of their shares which would render the business unprofitable. With package bids on both sides of the market initial experiments already showed that the problems become much harder to solve and problem sizes of less than 200 bidders would already be intractable. If package bids were needed on both sides of the market, the auctions would need to be smaller in order to compute results that are sufficiently close to optimality. Second, buyers specify a quantity range for which they are interested. In a regression, where we control for the participation probability ρ, the mean spread ∆ µ , the payment rule, and the deviation σ, we find that an increase of f (ratio of buyers with fixed buy bids) significantly increases runtime for 1L and BL prices and causes higher MIP gaps after 500 seconds. Table 3 reports those treatment combinations, where there was an efficiency loss. In all treatment combinations, even with 1L the average efficiency loss was below Table 2 Runtime: average time to solve in secondst, std. deviation of time σt, maximum time used max(t),
Efficiency losses
and maximum MIP gap max(g) for full participation ρ = 1
Pricing ∆ µ σ f αt σ t max(t) max ( 13%. However, there was one instance, where the efficiency loss was 100% for BL and 1L prices.
This instance was very small: it had only 4 buy bids and 2 sell bids in the efficient solution. In SL, the individual rationality constraint is weaker as it concerns a package of shares not individual share classes. Therefore, the efficiency losses are lower. Remember that in our simulations, we assume that those bidders in BL or SL with a pay-as-bid payment rule bid truthful. Of course, bidders will shade their bid to some extent in the field. In the field, there will be efficiency losses due to bid shading by bidders with a pay-as-bid rule.
A linear regression model allows us to estimate the impact of different pricing rules, but control for ρ, f , ∆ µ , and σ (see Appendix C for details). The regression yields a multiple R 2 of 0.36 and shows a significant negative effect of the 1L payment rule on efficiency with WDP as a baseline, while SL and BL have no significant effect on efficiency. Also an increase in the probability of a fixed quantity (f ), and and increase in ∆ µ has a negative impact. Finally, an increase of the participation probability ρ from 0.5 to 1.0 has a significant positive impact on relative efficiency.
Figure 3 a) shows how how the number of participants impacts efficiency loss for 1L prices (for other two pricing schemes the effect is not so significant). We observe that the 1L rule may lead to significant efficiency losses when the number of participants is low. Figure 3 b) shows how an increase in the probability of buy-side bids with fixed quantity (f ) impacts efficiency loss for 1L.
The curve consists of the average efficiency values for each x point from 30 runs and regression curve (for entire data). Bidding only for specific quantities rather than quantity ranges has a negative impact on efficiency, because it becomes harder to match buy-and sell-side bids. There is no significant impact of BL and SL on efficiency. In our theoretical model in Section 4.3, also the package size had an impact on the efficiency loss. However, we analyzed a model where bidders could even have packages covering all shares. This is not the case in the field data, where most sellers are small with shares only in a few share classes, but not in all 100. We limited the number of share classes that fishers where interested to sell, but this had no significant effect on efficiency in a regression analysis. We did not run simulations with larger package sizes beyond what we found in the field data to keep the simulations as realistic as possible. Package size might, however, matter in other markets where there are very large package bids.
(a) Efficiency vs. participation ρ, f = 0.5 (b) Efficiency vs. fixed bid probability f , ρ = 0.5 (lower) than the market prices (see Section 4.1). These bids are paradoxically rejected and can be hard to explain to participants. In this section we measure the ratio of paradoxically rejected bids for different linear prices. Obviously, for SL and BL prices only one side of the market can have paradoxically rejected bids, while in 1L prices both buyers and sellers can be paradoxically rejected. Table 4 shows that this can be the case for up to 11% of the bids submitted for BL prices in the worst case. Table 1 shows the ratio of paradoxically rejected bids, which was on average lower for 1L prices than for one-sided linear prices SL and BL. A regression yields an impact of 2.65% for BL, 2.71%
for SL, and 1.74% for 1L. One explanation is that with BL and SL prices the total gains from trade need to be distributed among one side of the market due to the strict budget-balance constraint, while for the 1L prices both sides of the market make a profit. 
Summary
Can we have efficient combinatorial exchanges with linear and anonymous prices or do such prices counter the efficiency of such markets? This is the key question of our paper. The theoretical worst-case analysis shows that the efficiency loss with linear prices can be 100%. However, these results might be too pessimistic for practical market design as they describe small and specific situations. We were fortunate to have detailed data about a market for fishery access rights, which allowed us to conduct numerical experiments providing estimates for the welfare loss a market designer can expect in a realistic environment. This market is of independent interest, because very similar environments can be found for such markets in other regions of the world. It also provides a real-world grounding for our more general questions about the impact of pricing rules on efficiency.
Interestingly, our numerical experiments based on the data from the fishery rights exchange show that efficiency losses are low on average. While welfare losses for single-linear prices in experiments are not negligible for smaller markets, they are very small with buyer-linear and seller-linear prices independent of the market size. In large markets, such as the market for fishery access rights, single-linear prices also lead to only small efficiency losses. We also provide a formal model of a combinatorial exchange showing that the inefficiencies decrease with increasing market size and decreasing package size. The analytic results help understand the main reasons for high average efficiency in the presence of linear and anonymous prices, and they are independent of the market for fishery access rights.
Obviously, single-linear package prices constrain the allocation more than a market where linearity only needs to be enforced for one side of the market. With single-linear package prices as they are defined in this paper, supply needs to equal demand in all share classes where there is a strictly positive market price. If sellers were willing to accept partial sales of a package bid, this can lead to efficiency gains, but such outcomes might be considered unfair and they are computationally very challenging. Buyer-linear and seller-linear prices allow for more flexibility and excess supply in cases where buyers are willing to pay more than the sellers ask for.
We also contribute to the literature on bid languages for combinatorial markets and find that the flexible bid language described in this paper positively impacts efficiency and computational tractability of the allocation and pricing problem, especially for single-linear prices. We highlight dependencies between the flexibility of the bid language and the gains from trade, which are also relevant beyond the market for fishery access rights. In particular, the availability of quantity ranges that a buyer wants to purchase makes the problems easier to solve and allows for much larger allocation problems to be solved.
Conclusions
The design of electronic markets has been an important field of research in the management sciences. In particular, pricing and the design of bid languages has been a key concern adding to game-theoretical and purely algorithmic questions discussed in economics or computer science, resp. Combinatorial exchanges are now possible due the advances in information technology and effective methods to solve large integer programming problems. However, there is still little research on pricing and bid languages for combinatorial exchanges. This paper contributes to the growing IS literature on electronic market design. This market design and the environment is interesting on its own with applications also in other areas of the world and other domains.
Linear and anonymous prices are often a requirement in two-sided markets, motivated by equitable treatment of all buyers and sellers on a market. In combinatorial markets with package bids, it is typically impossible to compute Walrasian, i.e., linear and anonymous competitive equilibrium prices. Simple linear and anonymous prices are being used on energy markets, but they can lead to welfare losses because they lead to additional constraints in the respective winner determination problems. In addition, there will be paradoxically rejected bids, i.e., bids that are better than the market price but still rejected. So far, not much is known about combinatorial exchanges with linear prices, even though such prices are a requirement in many markets. For market designers, it is important to understand the order of magnitude of the efficiency losses due to linear and anonymous prices and the proportion of paradoxically rejected bids. We provide evidence that such markets are tractable for realistic problem sizes and that the efficiency losses due to linear prices are surprisingly small.
Next, we define P (LP ). With a single linear price for both, buyers and sellers, we need to have equality of supply and demand. This price can be at most at the value of the kth highest buyer.
P ( Now, if f Y = f X , then we can get the closed form expression of the upper bound for P (DP ):
We can also simplify P (LP ) considerably with f Y = f X . Note that .
A.3. Proof of Corollary 4
Proof: We draw on the proof for Proposition 4. We can write the following bound for the probability of a trade with discriminatory prices:
Here the first equality explores the fact that for x > b Y F Y (x) = 1. Thus, we split the integral into a sum of two integrals, where the second summand is simplified with F Y (x) n = 1. We use the same method for the 
